
 

AWARENESS ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 

 

Learn the warning signs for victim 

> Black eyes (black or blue marks around eyes) 

> Busted lips (red in color and swollen) 

> Red or purple marks on the neck 

> Sprained wrists 

> Bruises on the arms 

> Fearful 

> Overly apologetic 

> Isolating themselves from friends and family 

 

What can women/victims do in this situation? 

If you are experiencing violence or if you think you are being abused, it may be helpful to 

reach out to family, friends, and neighbors, to seek support from a hotline or, if safe, from an 

online service for survivors of violence. There are many ways or tips to tackle or limit the 

effect of domestic violence by:- 

 Identifying a neighbour, friend, relative, colleague, or shelter to go to in case you need to 

leave the house immediately for safety. 

 Develop an escape strategy, have a plan for how you will exit the house safely (like saying 

you need to go to the grocery store or pharmacy), and how you will reach there (e.g. 

transport). 

 If possible, keep a phone always charged and accessible and know which numbers to call for 

help: a friend, a family member, or the police. If your life is in danger, call the police if you 

believe it is safe to do so. 

 Keep a few essential items (e.g. identification documents, phone, money, medicine, and 

clothes) available and a list of telephone numbers in case of an emergency. 

 If possible, develop a code with a trusted neighbour so they can come to your aid in case of an 

emergency. 

 Try to identify patterns in your partner’s use and level of violence. This can help you to 

predict when abuse may escalate. 

 Maintain contact with and seek support from family and friends via phone, email, etc. 

 Try to maintain daily routines and make time for physical activity, pray and sleep. 

 Use relaxation exercises (e.g., slow breathing, meditation, progressive muscle relaxation) to 

remove stressful thoughts and feelings. 



 

 Try to ignore the conversation with the abuser 

 

How to help someone you know someone is experiencing abuse 

 If you are worried about a friend’s safety, stay in touch and be creative 

 Ask your friend how they prefer to connect like a text mgs or a call 

 Be supportive and believe them, reassure them that they are not alone 

 Help them think through how to stay safe during COVID-19 

 Respect their right to consent means avoid taking actions without their consent 

 Respect their privacy 

 Offer practical assistance and share resources  

  

Women Helpline Numbers (All India) 

> Women in Distress –1091 

> DomesticAbuse–181 

> Delhi commission for women – 01123379181, Email: helpdeskdcw2015@gmail.com 

> Nyay Vidhi – 9810359667, 9654650071 
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